
Overview 
 
Found in 2018, Costcoin applies blockchain and cryptoeconomics to ecommerce to create an innovative 
token ownership-based cost-plus retail marketplace.  Consumers acquire tokens to participate in an 
ecommerce marketplace in which brands offer luxury inventory at discounted cost-plus prices.  Brands, 
in turn, are issued tokens based upon the volume of inventory contributed to the marketplace.  All 
participants in the marketplace are owners of Costcoin tokens and benefit from the value appreciation 
of the network as the volume of users, products and transactions increase. 
 
Mission 
 
Democratizing retail at the intersection of ecommerce and blockchain 
 
Opportunity 
 
• We believe that the future of retail exists on the blockchain with the value of a decentralized 

network accruing to its users and suppliers. 
• As retail continues to migrate online, consumers are more price discriminatory and focused on form, 

function and convenience over high prices and luxury. 
• Traditional retail channels offer a single avenue of monetization for brands, which manifests in high 

margins inflating the retail prices to consumers. 
• Costcoin’s blockchain infrastructure enables an innovative cost-plus retail pricing model that yields 

an alternative form of monetization to brands via tokenized ownership of network value 
appreciation. 

• Longer term, we see the current “Direct to Consumer” trend requiring a consolidating platform 
longer term – rather than ceding the market/economics to current incumbents (e.g., Amazon), we 
are seeking to create a new platform where the brands and consumers truly have a participating and 
vested interest.  Over time, control of the platform will ultimately land in the hands of the brands.   

 
Market Size and E-commerce Trends 
 
Costcoin enjoys significant market tailwinds given the rapid growth and adoption of ecommerce.  
Despite ecommerce growing at 23% year-over-year, it is still grossly underpenetrated as % of total retail 
commerce. 
 
• The global and US retail markets are massive markets at $24.9 trillion and $3.5 trillion, respectively.   
• Global and US ecommerce remains underpenetrated at 11% ($2.8 trillion) and 13% ($0.5 trillion), 

respectively. 
• Non-Amazon global and US ecommerce are $2.7 trillion and $340 billion markets, respectively, with 

significant opportunity for expansion 
• Ecommerce penetration has grown from 5% in 2007 to 11% today, but we believe that this number 

could reach as high as 50% in the future 
 
Case Studies in Other Industries 
 
Costcoin’s token ownership based cost-plus retail marketplace has already demonstrated efficacy in 
other industries: 



• Cost-plus pricing model 
o Healthcare and pharmaceuticals 
o Industrials and construction 

• Tradeable asset ownership to buy products 
o Professional sports seat licenses 

• Token model offering pricing discounts 
o Binance crypto token exchange 

 
Why Now? 
 
• Ecommerce is now pervasive, and brands actively court consumers online.  Concurrent with the 

rapid growth of ecommerce, however, Amazon has grown even faster, expanding market share to 
25% of ecommerce and exerting pressure on brands.  Brands actively seek new online monetization 
avenues for products. 

• With over 100 million members, Amazon Prime conditioned retail consumers to pay in advance for 
future expected value and services. 

• Consumer sentiment is changing from high-priced luxury goods to more affordable products with 
focus on utility and convenience.  We believe that consumers can have both high quality at cost-plus 
prices. 

• Crypto and blockchain adoption continues at an exponential pace enabling, for the first time, 
Costcoin’s innovative marketplace structure to take advantage of the significant secular trends in 
the retail ecosystem.  A highly scalable, immutable and secure blockchain should provide a one-of-a-
kind buying and selling experience for consumers and brands alike while also providing an economic 
interest in the value appreciation of the marketplace. 

 
Business Model 
 
• Built as a decentralized application on the EoS platform with no block production or other 

transaction fees 
• Consumers interested in participating in the marketplace acquire Costcoin membership credits.  

There will exist various participation tiers that grant the owner varying access to certain brands and 
buying opportunities.  The tiers of products available to consumers based upon number of tokens 
owned incentivizes token purchases. 

• Brands will contribute inventory on a heavily discounted cost-plus basis and transactions will be 
consummated on the Costcoin website 

• All inventory is dropped shipped directly from brands, and Costcoin takes no inventory risk 
• Tokens are issued to brands contributing inventory to the marketplace 
• Token appreciation: all participants in the marketplace, Costcoin, Inc., brands and consumers, are 

owners of Costcoin tokens and benefit from the value appreciation of the network as the volume of 
users, products and transactions increase. 

• Costcoin will not generate revenue from a traditional % take rate of GMV but rather via the value of 
its ownership of Costcoins held in treasury on the balance sheet.  Additionally, Costcoin will 
generate revenue from processing fiat currency  membership token conversions for consumers 
who do not want to engage directly with exchanges themselves.  

 
 
 



Token Economics 
 
See Exhibit A 
 
Team and Advisory Board 
 
• Founded by Drew Chin, former Portfolio Manager at Harvard Management (and Head of 

Technology, Media and Telecom); Tiger Global Management, Woodson Capital (Tiger “Cub”), 
Greenhill & Co.   (Education:  Yale and Phillips Academy Andover) 

• Jennifer Myung, Co-Founder: Mirae Asset Daewoo, Evercore ISI, RBC Capital Markets, UBS 
(Education:  Harvard and Phillips Academy Andover)  

• Multicoin Capital: Multicoin is a crypto-focused investment firm managing a public hedge fund and 
private equity funds to invest in tokens and equity of crypto and blockchain-based projects.  
Multicoin is acting as a formal advisor to Costcoin to aid in the development of token economics, 
business strategy, fundraising and operations. (Multicoin’s GP partners include Andreesen Horowitz 
and Union Square Ventures.)   

• Peter Kim: Asian market and general fundraising advisor; Head of Global Markets, Mirae Asset 
Daewoo 

• Walt Roloson: ecommerce growth strategy advisor; founder of Wikibuy (sold to Capital One 
(NYSE:COF)), Tiger Global Management, LinkedIn and Greenhill &Co.  

• Joe Maliekel:  ecommerce growth strategy and logistics advisor; former Head of Logistics, Jet.com 
and Walmart.com; McKinsey 

• Heather Boesch: marketing and operations advisor; Director at IDEO 
• [More to come…] 
 
Timeline and Fundraising Use of Proceeds 
 
• 0-3 months 

o Develop token economic model 
o Draft whitepaper 
o Fundraising preparation 
o Initial brand outreach for pilot brands 

 
• 3-6 months 

o Raise seed financing round 
o Product development and form tech team by hiring CTO and software engineers 
o Hire head of brand sales 
o Identity four to eight key brand launch partners 

 
• 6-9 months 

o Build out brand acquisition team 
o Have working beta product 
o Scale growth and customer service teams 

 
• 9-12 months 

o Operations team to be fully built out around logistics, brands, IT, legal finance and customer 
service 



o Launch promotions, pricing, loyalty tiering and customer acquisition strategy 
o Identify incremental four to eight brand launch partners for total of 8-16 at launch 
o Initiate media and PR 

 
• 12-18 months 

o Final fundraising via pre-public token sale 
o Token launch and go live of Costcoin marketplace 

 
  
Risks 
 
• Crypto adoption and infrastructure may take time 
• Changing long-standing behavior of brands and address worries of cannibalization and pricing power 

degradation 
• Traction with consumer adoption 
  



Exhibit A: Token Economics Burn and Split Model 
 
The Costcoin “Burn and Split” model is a token economic model that is designed to decrease the 
outstanding supply of Costcoins as demand for Costcoin membership increases. This is achieved through 
requiring users to pay for membership via the action of burning Costcoins to obtain Membership 
Credits. Subsequently, users will utilize the Membership Credits to pay their monthly membership fee. 
 
Token Mechanics 
 
Upon launch of Costcoin, there will initially be [10,000,000] Costcoin tokens in existence. This number 
will continue to decline as Costcoins are burned to create Membership Credits which are used to 
purchase membership subscriptions on the Costcoin brand network. When the circulating supply of 
Costcoin reaches [1,000,000] tokens, the protocol will automatically split the supply by a [10:1] ratio. For 
example, every user who was holding [1] Costcoin prior to the split will now be credited with [10] 
Costcoins in their wallet. This will effectively raise the supply of Costcoin back to [10,000,000] until 
demand for Membership Credits brings that number back down to [1,000,000] at which time the split 
mechanism will repeat.  
 
Membership Mechanics 
 
In order to purchase membership into the Costcoin network users will be required to purchase 
Membership Credits. Membership Credits are a price stable, non-tradeable asset that explicitly allows 
you to pay for Costcoin membership and nothing else. The price of Membership Credits will be fixed at 
[$0.0001] per credit.  
 
In order to convert Costcoins into Membership Credits, users are required to burn their Costcoins. For 
example, if the free market price of Costcoin is currently [$10] per coin, burning one Costcoin will yield 
the user [10,000] Membership Credits. After burning the Costcoin for credits, the coin is effectively 
taken out of circulation.  
 
The task of converting Costcoins into Membership Credits can be technologically intensive for the 
average user who is solely interested in a Costcoin membership. With this in mind, Costcoin, Inc. will 
provide a service which burns Costcoins for the user and credits their respective accounts with 
Membership Credits. All the user will be exposed to is an interface that asks them to pay a certain 
amount of dollars for membership. The token burning and membership conversion process is done 
entirely on the backend, obfuscated from the user. This allows the Costcoin experience to be 
indistinguishable from any other membership service on the market today.  
 
Advantages Of This Model 
 
This token economic model for Costcoin has a slew of advantages that make it both a worthwhile 
investment as well as a quality service for both its membership network and partners. For starters, the 
Membership Credit conversion is a fantastic user experience for Costcoin members. Most token 
networks have to worry about a constantly price volatile asset which makes it borderline impossible to 
use for any purpose other than trading. With the Membership Credit conversion, users always know 
how much they have to pay in a simple and static dollar amount, regardless of the current market price 
of Costcoin.  
 



Additionally, this also makes Costcoin appealing to those individuals that are not interested in being 
members but are more so interested in trading and market making for the asset. Since the price of 
Costcoin will be free floating, individuals across the globe are free to exchange these assets anywhere 
there is a market and will subsequently build a global liquidity pool of Costcoins. Not only is this great 
for the Costcoin market, but it’s also a useful marketing tool in getting the Costcoin name exposed to as 
many individuals as possible in jurisdictions across the world. 
 
Lastly, the burn and split model allows for Costcoin Inc to have a revenue generating stream of income. 
Since most users will not want to convert their Costcoins to Membership Credits manually, Costcoin, Inc. 
can offer to perform the conversion for them. In return for this service, Costcoin, Inc. can simply markup 
the price of conversion by a sizeable margin and collect an expense free return on Membership Credit 
conversion demand.  
 
Governance 
 
In order to make the token appealing to brands, invested users, and other interested parties, 
governance functionality will be added to the token. This governance functionality will allow any token 
holder to vote on changes to the Costcoin ecosystem. Some of these changes can include, but are not 
limited to: 

• Changes to the monthly cost of membership 
• Raising or lowering the rate of membership cost increase 
• Altering the mechanics of the token split to add more or less to the supply upon variations in 

demand for Membership Credits 
 
How Costcoin Appreciates in Value 
 
The key feature of this model is that you allow a free-floating token price, with massive upside potential, 
while at the same time preserving the user experience for Costcoin members. With this two token 
system, you allow for the potential of massive price appreciation in Costcoin tokens as demand for 
memberships ramp up. Below is a model that projects the price of the Costcoin token at the end of 
years 1-4. These numbers are based on a few arbitrary assumptions about membership demand on 
Costcoin and price appreciation of Costcoins on the free market which allows us to arrive at figures 
illustrating the rate of Costcoins being burned. 


